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INTRODUCTION
The. path ordered phase factor 0, =P exc/ dx A (x) along a loop a ~J a V V (or part of a loop) has many desirable features. It is the nininal necessary object 1 describing a gauge theory, has siraple gauge transformation properties 2 and is the spin-like quantity for lattice gauge theory. 3 Thus it is natural, may even be essential, that we formulate gauge theory in the loop space. Last year (1979) , it has been realized that Yang-Mills equations give chiral-lilce equations in the loop space.**, 5 This beautiful realization immediately raised the hope that the loop-space chiral equations may also be a total integrable systen, Just like the ordinary-space chiral equations, 5 and thus lead to the full solutions of the Yang-Mills equations. However here we want to discuss some intricate properties of the integrability conditions of the loop space chiral equations, which do not have their correspondence in the ordinary chiral equations.
In part I we shall briefly demonstrate how the ordinary space chiral equations provide the existence conditions for the infinite number of conserved currents and how these currents are related to the so-called inverse-scattering equations, whose integrability is provided by the original chiral equations. In part II we briefly introduce the loop-space chiral equations and then discuss the integrability conditions of the non-local currents in two possible different situations. In the first case, the "generating" functions are functionals of the loop alone. We show that the integrability conditions are not satisfied and higher order conserved non-local currents do not exist. In the second case, the "generating" functions are functionals of the loop as well as a parameter the integrability conditions at a restricted point of the parameter are satisfied, however there is an infinite fold of arbitrariness. 9 It indicates that additional guiding principles are needed in addition to the original loop-space chiral uquation in order to uniquely determine the infinite conserved non-local currents as functionals of the loop and the parameter.
I. CHIRAL FIELDS IN TWO DIMENSIONS
The chiral fields are simply described by the following equations,
2) which follows from a Lagrangian density £& » Tr3yg~*{x) S^gCx). Following the procedure of Bresin et al., 6 we consider A (x) being the first conserved current.
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We shall see that x (x) is needed to construct higher current. So we re-express eq. which is the inverse-scattering equations 6 for the chiral equations. Now we discuss the integrability conditions of £. Froo eq. (1.10) ic is easy to obtain A Differentiating eq. (1.11) once more, and using eq. (1.11), it follows|
The integrability conditions of *(x,L), .1) The functional differentiation cf the loop phase factor is defined as the change in <!»(£.), as A changes to A f , which is infinitesiunally deformed from 8. at s (Fig. lb) , The geometric meaning of the loop space equations (2.4), (2-.5) is that the loop phase factor arrived from an initial loop to a given final loop is independent of the different volumes swapped out by the intermediate loops if the Bianchi identity and the sourceless Yang-Mills j equations are satisfied.
-I Again eq, (2.5) is like a continuity equation so we try to follow : the same procedure as for the chiral fields and identify the first current, here we specify in two dimension though the conclusion is general, This satisfies eq. (2.5), but the question is whether eq. (2.5) provides the sufficient conditions for the integration of x from eq. (2.6). We shall discuss separately the following two possible cases.
.-* Case (1) which become eq. (2.5) only in the limit s* -> s. Therefore we see that higher conserved currents cannot be constructed by this procedureIn ref. (7) we demonstrate this point by solving the 2-dimension YangMills equations explicitly.
Since the higher conserved currents do not exist, we cannot con-j struct the inverse-scattering equation following the procedure given \ in Section I; however, by analog to eq. (1.10), we can construct one, jj are the conditions for the integration of $(2,Y)? Equation (2.9) can be rewritten as f (2.6)*-However the peculiar situation here is that Eq. (2.6)' constraints x(£»s) only when the parameter s' of 6% (s*) coincide with s of x(-£»s), thus does not constraint x'^» s ) enough and there are infinite many x(£»s)*s that can satisfy Eq. (2.6)". This is another manifestation that additional informations are needed in order to integrate che system from one point of the loop to the'other uniquely, 'Since x (^»s) can be constructed, now we can follow the same procedure as Eq. (1.6) and (1.7) in the ordinary chiral field to construct the higher currents. The integrability conditions in this limit of s*->s are just Eqs. (2.10) to (2.13) with s*->s, which imply eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), the equations of notion.
In conclusion, the above* discussions indicate that the loopspace chiral equations are not a totally integrable system in the ordinary sense. The loop-space chiral equations do not provide enough information for the integration of loop space currents from one point of the loop to another in a unique way. However, in spite of such difficulties, the observation that the Yang-Mills equations give the loop-space chiral equations is such a beautiful one, with further insight it is bound to lead to new understanding of the gauge theories.
